Lawrence college opened its development fund drive for three new buildings last Sunday evening with over half of its $940,000 goal reported. Guy E. McCorison, general chairman of the development fund for Greater Green Bay, announced at a théater-off meeting, held at the Memorial Union, that $490,000 of the $800,000 goal has been secured. This goal represents a total of a center-theater, a science dormitory, and a sixth quadrangle house.

President Douglas M. Knight, president of the College, spoke of the many reasons for a campaign such as this. He pointed out that it is a national reason for Lawrence to have large plans for itself, particularly in view of the growing population needs with which the tax supporting educational institutions all over the nation.

The theater-conservatory will not only be served not only the students at the college, but it will also serve anyone in the Fox River Valley who can benefit from a play or concert, every church will

## Foundation

### Gives $50,000

**For Colman**

A $50,000 gift from the Kresge foundation of Detroit, to complete the financing of the new Lincoln Dining-colman hall on the Lawrence college campus, was announced by President Douglas M. Knight.

President Knight said: "We are grateful to the Kresge foundation for the additional $50,000 to help complete the building before December 31, 1955, and that conditions have altered enough to make the additional gift possible.

The building is named for Dr. George E. Colman, professor of English in 1960-1965 who was also interested in the arts and the drama and in student life. He was one of the principal architects of the formation of the Kresge foundation.

The gift was made as a provision to the provision of additional funds in the Memorial University, that $940,000 of $940,000 towards the goal of $1,900,000 will be made available to the college.

The theater-conservatory will not only be served not only the students at the college, but it will also serve anyone in the Fox River Valley who can benefit from a play or concert, every church will

### Renew Ripon Rivalry;

**No Saturday Classes**

Homecoming activities will begin tonight with the Freshman women’s pajama parade at 7:30 in the chapel. Freshman women will present skits which will be judged by members of the faculty.

Coach Bernie Heselton will present the football team at the pep rally following the skits.

Homecoming Queen will be presented at the rally and she will be crowned tonight instead of at the dance. She will appear tomorrow morning at the half time activities and at the dance.

The queen will be chosen from those names nominated by the football team. The candidates are Marilyn Adamson, Sheila Anderson, Sun Kwalid, Joyce Grant, Joan Jackson and Mary McMillan.

Traditional burning of the ball on the Fox will take place immediately following the rally. Afterwards there will be a half-time show and a parade down College ave. At the end of the parade, Freshman women wearing pajamas and men will be admitted into the school of the downtown theatre for the playing of the reception.

**Pitch Announces Stage News for 'Lyrisstra'**

Theodore Clark, the director of "Lyrisstra," has announced the heads of the crews and organizations involved in this production.

Gwen Martenr, the new associate director, will be the designer and technician, Mrs. Warren Caryl and Pat Dvorsky, director of music, and Mary Shaw, chairwoman of the faculty, will be in charge of the production.

The cast is headed by Rob Bonini, Glenda Krentz, and Jon Stromberg, John Borges and John Koss.

The queen and the cheerleaders will be crowned at 7:30 in the morning in front of the nation. The Kresge foundation was an expression of the Kresge foundation's commitment to the development of the college, but it will also serve anyone in the Fox River Valley who can benefit from a play or concert, every church will

### What the Gods Hath Wrought!

(Mattie L. Price and the Ripon College Class of 1956)"...and  as the multitudes cried out among themselves, saying, 'Hold on, hold on!' and they marveled among themselves, saying, 'What is this which we have heard, and what is this which we have seen against?'... So the men arose and got them up out of their land and came into Ripon, and with them came a great multitude, bringing a brass hand, and very many manitou, and in the sound of the very great, and they cried aloud, saying, 'L...i...u...u...e',... which, being interpreted, means nothing but 'Sash!'... Then, appeared the Ripon band, and they were mighty and wonderously bared eight and two, very good to look upon. And upon and upon, the en-...
Bel Canto Trio Exhibit Poise, Fine Interpretation in Concert

BY GLYNN ROUND

The Bel Canto Trio, featured guests on the Artist Series Monday evening, were certainly artists in the true sense of the word. The trio singing by Pierette Alarie, soprano, Leopold Simoneau, tenor, and Theodore Uppman, baritone, were very enjoyable, with each voice blending pleasingly with the interpretation and coordination being above criticism. Each member of the trio proved to be a fine actor as well as a singer. However, it was difficult to understand the lyrics at times.

The enthusiasm of the audience was clearly evident in the generous applause, approving nods and reluctance to leave after only one encore. Miss Alarie was far more pleasing in the two arias she sang than in the duets and trios she shared in performing. Her voice was true and clear in the intricate trills. In his two arias, Leopold Simoneau displayed an outstanding gift for "spinning out" long tones. His control of pianissimo tones was excellent. Theodore Uppman, the baritone in the trio, possessed the most understandable diction of the three. His fine interpretation and resonant tones gave the audience some of the biggest thrills of the evening. All three performers appeared and sounded as fresh on the encore as on the first number of the evening.

Allen Rogers was a very competent and capable accompanist.

Colman Hall Receives Modern Furnishings

Newly-completed Colman lounge, with its modernistic aspect, has become one of the show places of the Lawrence campus this fall. The chairs, which are predominately in browns, orange and turquoise, are arranged in informal groupings and in one corner of the room is a card table with modern wooden chairs. One side of the room has a wall of windows overlooking the terrace. White fibre glass drapes with colored panels at both ends complete this. Opposite the windows is a brick fireplace and hearth. The wall around the fireplace is wood-pained. The grey rug with its deep pile provides a final touch and adds much extra warmth to the room.

Welcome Back Grads

"Honeyspun" — 3/4 sleeve sweater with mock turtle neck and smooth fashioned sleeves...$8.95

"Flotation" — long sleeve slipon in the true classic style...$8.95

Sportswear — Prange's Second Floor

Film Series to Give 'Marriage of Figaro'

The Film Classics series will present the Berlin State orchestra's performance of Mozart's famous opera "The Marriage of Figaro" at 1:30, 3:30, 6:30 and 8:30 Sunday afternoon and evening.

Rehearse for Messiah

Rehearsals for Handel's "Messiah" are being held every Thursday evening at 6:30 in the Conservatory recital hall. LaVahn Maesch, dean of the Conservatory, is in charge of the rehearsals and will direct the oratorio at its presentation Dec. 2 at Memorial chapel.
King, Beranis
To Head Drive
For Campus

The appointment of two student co-chairmen for the Lawrence Development Fund for Greater Service were announced recently by Gay E. McCornian, general chairman of the campaign organization. They are Roberto King and Theodore Beranis.

Miss King is a senior and president of Delta Gamma sorority. She has participated in many activities, including Lawrence Theater, Sunset, Messiah, WRA, LUC, Student Handbook chairman and counseling.

Beranis is also a senior and co-social chairman of Sigma Phi Epsilon. He is a member of SAE, RLC, Contributor Editorial board and was New Student Week co-chairman.

In their dual capacity, Miss King and Beranis will be the liaison between the student body and the campaign organization. They will additionally have full responsibility for encouraging student participation in the campaign, whatever form this may take.

McCornian expressed pleasure that Lawrence students would be joining the campaign effort, noting that there are many ways in which students can actively participate as the campaign gains force.

The goal of the campaign is $18,000, which represents the total cost of a new Theater-Conservatory building, a new men's dormitory and a sixth quadrangle house.

Dietrich Exhibits
One Man Show at Kenosha Museum

Tom Dietrich, artist in residence at Lawrence College, has a one-man show of paintings hanging in the Kenosha Public Museum during the month of October. This is the third Dietrich one-man show for Lawrence, Watercolors, ceramics and oils are the media of this exhibit.

Dietrich is scheduled to give painting demonstrations around the state. He will appear before the Wood County Education Association Oct. 25 in order to participate in the 1957-1958 program. They may obtain application blanks from and submit them to Dean Marshall Hulbert, the Fulbright program adviser on campus. He will also give them further information on the Fulbright program.

Applicants to Obtain Entries For Fulbright Scholarships

The Institute of International Education has announced a program for graduate study under the Fulbright act and the Brussels Airlines convention. This program is for the school year 1957-1958.

In order to be eligible for study under this program, the student must be a United States citizen at the time of application. He must also have a college degree or its equivalent before the beginning date of the grant.

A student interested in this grant should have sufficient knowledge of the language of the country of application so that he can carry out his study there. Watercolors, ceramics and oils are the media of this exhibit.

Good health is also an important factor affecting one's eligibility for this program.

Preference is given to applicants not over 35 years of age, and those who have had either a partial or full Fulbright grant at the graduate student level, may not be considered for the second award at that level.

In addition to the program already mentioned, the Institute of International Education offers Portage Thursday Noons for teaching, doing social work, and doing research abroad.

Students who are interested in either studying or working abroad under this program may make application before the senator.

Your Folks Coming?
Have Them Stop In and See Our Gift Selection
Treasure Box
313 E. College Ave.

IT'S FOR REAL! by Chester Field

SECRE YEARNINGS!
Oh, when you want to let go,
Enjoy the real thing
Relax and enjoy Chesterfield King*

The King of them all for flavor that's real
For deep satisfaction you honestly feel...
Made to smoke smoother by Aegean Roy Bag... or buy 'em, but try 'em today!

Take your pleasure big...
Smoke for real... smoke Chesterfield!

Research Councils, 2018 Constitution avenue, Washington 25, D.C.

Countries participating in the Fulbright program are Australia, Austria, Belgium, Luxembourg, Burma, Chile, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, India, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, the Philippines and the United Kingdom.

Under the Buenos Aires Convention program, the following countries offer study programs: Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru and Venezuela.
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The Lawrenceian
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Professional competence will get people from Rockefeller, Fulsing presidents to ivy League sons in its choir, and every Carnegie foundation grants, realistic reports of their activities and expressing great faith in the Fox Valley industrialists. Chairmen have been appointed by William E. Buchanan, L. E. Whitman, Sr., J. E. Warren, and others who have been elected to the seven member board. The magazine is made up of work of all Lawrence students, not just that of the seven member board.

Coca-Cola does something for you, doesn't it?
International Club Elects

Cloak, Tsurutani Chairmen

Andy Lou Cloak and Takashi Tsurutani were named co-chairmen of the International club at a recent meeting of the group.

Dennis Oedekirk was elected secretary and Fred Sundin, treasurer. Manuel Arango is in charge of publicity and Carol Stephens and Ed Smith are co-chairmen of the entertainment committee.

The International club was formed for the purpose of encouraging and helping the students (both American and foreign) widen their horizon in interest, knowledge and understanding of the cultures and peoples of the nations outside the United States.

In the past, the club was thought to be only for foreign students, something which the present members hope to correct. Plans are underway for the second meeting of the club. It is scheduled for 8 o'clock Wed. night and will present a talk on his native country. All foreign students on campus will be invited to attend.

Laugh and Cheers Supported the freshmen and sophomores in the annual Freshman Soph Day last Saturday on the girls' athletic field. Shown above is a group of freshman women cheering for their class. In the picture below, freshman women strain in the tug-o-war with the sophomore women.

Philo Delta Theta Fraternity Welcomed Their New House Mother

Phi Delta Theta fraternity welcomed their new house mother, Mrs. Mildred Thomson, this fall. She came to Lawrence from Mountain Lakes, New Jersey.

Mrs. Thomson was brought up in the middle West and received her B.A. from the University of Kansas. She took graduate work at the University of Chicago, George Washington University, National University of Mexico, Montclair State Teacher's college, and Trenton State Teacher's college.

She has taught Latin and German and is licensed to teach Spanish.

Warren Beck Teaches Seminar at Minnesota

Warren Beck, of the English department, is commuting to Minneapolis on weekends this fall to teach a seminar in fiction to graduate students at the University of Minnesota.

Celebrate LAWRENCE'S HOMECOMING

With a "Mum"

Friday, October 19, 1956

Philo May - Phi Delta House
Tom Johnson - Sig Ep House
Bill Stiles - Beta House
John Liebenstein - Brokaw
Cory Meyer - Colman

HANNEMANN'S GREENHOUSE
Seeking Homecoming Victory
Over Ripon in League Play

It's homecoming time again and football is king here at Lawrence. The Vikings will clash with Pete Kassen, former star at Clintonville High school.

The "Redmen" will have to treat it at their best to penetrate the tough front wall of the Vikings, with such stalwarts as Charlie Thompson, Jack Greer, Jim Reiskitz, and Bob Hallett.

If the Vikings can pull this game out of the fire, they will have won the state championship title with a 2-1-2 record.

The contest should be an exciting one to watch, matching two teams with approximately equal ability, and should prove for an interesting Homecoming.

Olaf Upset by Cornell; Knox Slays in First

The following week the men's intramural athletic teams turned their break into a constant threat to those teams. The Vikings began their season by tying Monmouth 30-6. St. Olaf was completely outplayed by Cornell, going down to business as they capitalized on Grinnell miscues to gain its second victory. Each took a first and ten-mile runner for the Betas with Neil Saunders, of Appleton, in the conference cross-country championship with a time of 16 minutes and nine seconds.

The contest should be an exciting one to watch, matching two teams with approximately equal ability, and should prove for an interesting Homecoming.

The schedule is only tentative which was given to all men. The intramural athletic booklet is available for all participants for reference. All of the incidents that will be held this visual.

College Shoot First on Varied Intramural Sports Program

The all-college trap shoot, which was held for the first time and has been postponed to a later date. The trap shoot takes open to all male students of Lawrence college.

The trap shoot will take place at the Olympic club, No. 114, and is open to all male students in the college.

The winner of this tournament will receive a trophy and a $100 check. In addition, the Lawrence college trap team will have the opportunity to participate in varsity athletics.

The schedule is only tentative which was given to all men. The intramural athletic booklet is available for all participants for reference. All of the incidents that will be held this visual.

Intramural Sports Program

The all-college trap shoot, which was held for the first time and has been postponed to a later date. The trap shoot takes open to all male students of Lawrence college.

The trap shoot will take place at the Olympic club, No. 114, and is open to all male students in the college.

The winner of this tournament will receive a trophy and a $100 check. In addition, the Lawrence college trap team will have the opportunity to participate in varsity athletics.

The schedule is only tentative which was given to all men. The intramural athletic booklet is available for all participants for reference. All of the incidents that will be held this visual.

Expected to Lead Lawrence hurdlers this season are captain Chuck Berry (left) and Ted Sutherland, who was recently discharged from the marines.
The Cheering Section

BY MAR & BOBBIE

WRA

If you've ambled by or into the conclave of late, you have doubtless found that Mrs. Bateman and our newest addition, Mrs. Seals, are in good voice and singing condition for the upcoming Maring sports season.

The WRA board treated the freshmen to an entertaining by putting the junior and sophomore DAMS in the role of singing "The Marriage of Figaro". COVERING THE ACTIVITY is tending to cover up the flimsy eleven last week. With Kathy Karst and Sue Ruehler capturing the freshman teams, the beanee wearers had a difficult season.

The sophomores also were prominent, for out of their ensemble they were unable to scrape up the motley eleven needed for play.

We imagine five courses are being swung these ladies and they are doubtless trying to achieve exceptionally high grade averages. The question is: are they a class or a group of individuals all headed in ten or twelve different directions?

The juniors played with their usual strong team but were hampered by tardiness and, thus, forfeits. The seniors, who showed a tremendous amount of stamina and pep, ran off with the honors in an undefeated season.

Led by center forward Harmie Rosen and Cary Mayer as the strongest defensive players, the team consisted of the following damsels: Carol Howard, Bobbie King, Gail Crammer, Mar Wilson, Nan Seidel, Pat McRoberts, Sue Willen, Cathy Ulric, Carol Stevens, Mary Lee Rossell, Kate Hamlin, Carol Adams, and Carolyn Johnson.

Greek Tilts

The Greek hockey harems promise a better season than ever before. The DGs, KDs and ADPs, who have always had strong teams, are running into strong opposition from revitalized Theta and AD Pi groups this fall.

The KDs started the season off by whipping the ADPi's Thursday afternoon. Friday the Thetas put up a remarkable effort only to be beaten by the Delta G's 3 to 2, while the highly inexperienced Chi Os eleven.

Seniors Win Hockey Title

We had our own action (Greek fashion) by covering the activity on the hockey field last week. With Kathy Karst and Sue Ruehler capturing the freshman teams, the beanee wearers had a difficult season. They fought hard but the confidence of the upperclassmen proved overwhelming.

The sophomores were especially prominent, for out of their ensemble they were unable to scrape up the motley eleven needed for play.

We imagine five courses are being swung these ladies and they are doubtless trying to achieve exceptionally high grade averages. The question is: are they a class or a group of individuals all headed in ten or twelve different directions?

The juniors played with their usual strong team but were hampered by tardiness and, thus, forfeits. The seniors, who showed a tremendous amount of stamina and pep, ran off with the honors in an undefeated season.

Led by center forward Harmie Rosen and Cary Mayer as the strongest defensive players, the team consisted of the following damsels: Carol Howard, Bobbie King, Gail Crammer, Mar Wilson, Nan Seidel, Pat McRoberts, Sue Willen, Cathy Ulric, Carol Stevens, Mary Lee Rossell, Kate Hamlin, Carol Adams, and Carolyn Johnson.

Senior Win Hockey Title

BY DAN PRADT

With the season only four weeks old in the Midwest conference, Knox seems to have run out of real competition for the 1956 grid title. When St. Olaf threw in the sponge last Saturday, it cleared the way for the Swedes' first grid title since 1940.

Carleton is now the only team to beat the Bucs in 1956, overall record. Knox holds a left with only one mark in the 24-27 advantage, with 9 ties, lost column. However, Knox, a gridiron feud that dates back to 1901.

I am glad to see that the Big Ten has recovered its winning ways in non-conference games. This is the case after a somewhat rocky experience last week. In its first week the Big Ten had a perfect eight for eight record, scoring one-sided victories over members of the weakened Pacific coast conference. But last week the road fell in, and the Fair West teams, had to play their revenge. However, Michigan's drubbing of Army, and Purdue's truncation of Notre Dame, show that the Big Ten has a still the most powerful conference in the country.
from the editorial board

mistakes granted

The first three issues of the Lawrence student newspaper have been subject to much adverse criticism. Comments have been made about small size, untimely news, poor coverage and make-up, and the mirth provoking typographical errors of our college paper.

The Editorial Board feels that these criticisms are for the most part justifiable. However, it cannot be forgotten that the Lawrencean is operated by a group of amateurs meeting by both time and ability.

Lacking the efficiency and experience of a professional staff, a college paper cannot help making mistakes. Mistakes are a part of our condition.

With this in mind, the Editorial Board will take the following steps in hope of improving the paper.

The president of the Editorial Board is limited to writing the editorials found under the heading "from the editorial board." As of this issue, the editorial board will increase the responsibility to include the general supervision of the quality and the make up policy of the paper. We will work directly with the editor-in-chief in producing as fine a paper as possible.

Directly in line with this, the Editorial Board will in the future direct the duties of the editor-in-chief and business manager of the paper subject to the final approval of the Lawrencean Board of Control.

The Board of Control is composed of six students and one faculty member and is responsible to the dean of women, the dean of men, Mr. Kirk, the editor-in-chief, and the business manager of the paper. The present making of the Editorial Board of Control does not lend itself to an active interest in the paper.

A Board of Control made up interested faculty who have experience as editors, teachers, or journalism would further the quality of the paper.

A Board of Control composed of two or three faculty members and a representative of the editorial board, the editor and business manager of the paper should have the ability and interest to offer sound and constructive advice for the management of the Lawrencean.

from your president

Many of us are presently being introduced to the Development Fund program, an organization dedicated to the building of a greater Lawrence University. Perhaps you have heard some gossip? Or maybe you were present at the Carleton Grinnell meeting last Sunday night?

Within a very short time I am sure most of the students will realize that such an organization is necessary. I am sure that no one would doubt that a great organization would be aware and interested in the Development program regardless of what school they may now attend. I only want to suggest that the Carleton-Grinnell meeting was a real open admission of the fact that Lawrence is not the only university to be faced with the financial problems.

Criticism is what keeps a paper functioning in good style. It will tend to be more, if we feel stereotyped and stale if we do not realize their value and influence on the young people of a worthwhile program. The Editorial Board does not stand for criticism, but it will come in the form of a constructive criticism.

Many complaints have been made about happening in the Lawrencean. The issues should be made up and put out by students. All work in doing this should be done by students.

The Lawrencean is a student newspaper, run, managed, and put out by students. All work in doing this should be done by students.

With this in mind, the Editorial Board will take the following steps in hope of improving the paper.

The students' responsibility concerning the LIC program of religious activity still begins. As a student president, as a student director, the students are responsible for considering this inactive organization and making any suggestions that they, as students, feel that this organization needs.

Every paper has deadlines, too, to fully investigate its function, which must be met. There is, lines and activities that are to be met. There is, lines and activities that are to be met. There is, lines and activities that are to be met. There is, lines and activities that are to be met. There is, lines and activities that are to be met.

The appointed committee of the LIC has been told that they are to be handed down the following rules and regulations for the LIC.
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